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Abstract—With the increasing use of computing devices
in day to day life, the need of user friendly interfaces has
lead towards the evolution of different types of
interfaces for human co mputer interaction. Real t ime
vision based hand gesture recognition affords users the
ability to interact with computers in more natural and
intuitive ways. Direct use of hands as an input device is
an attractive method which can co mmunicate much
more information by itself in comparison to mice,
joysticks etc allowing a greater nu mber of recognition
system that can be used in a variety of human computer
interaction applicat ions. The gesture recognition system
consist of three main modules like hand segmentation,
hand tracking and gesture recognition fro m hand
features. The designed system further integrated with
different applications like image bro wser, virtual game
etc. possibilities for hu man computer interaction.
Co mputer Vision based systems has the potential to
provide more natural, non-contact solutions. The present
research work focuses on to design and develops a
practical framework for real time hand gesture

Index Terms—Real t ime, gesture recognition, human
computer interaction, tracking.

I.

INTRO DUCTIO N

Since their first appearance, co mputers have
become a key element of our society. Surfing the web,
typing a letter, playing a video game or storing and
retriev ing data are just a few o f the examp les involving
the use of computers. And due to the constant decrease
in price of personal computers, they will even more
influence our everyday life in the near future.

interaction has evolved to the graphical interface
paradigm. The interaction consists of the direct
man ipulation of graphic objects such as icons and
windows using a pointing device. Even if the invention
of keyboard and mouse is a great progress, there are still
situations in wh ich these devices can be seen as
dinosaurs of HCI. This is particularly the case for the
interaction with 3D objects. The 2 degrees of freedo m
(DOFs) of the mouse cannot properly emulate the 3
dimensions of space. Furthermore, such interfaces are
often not intuitive to use. To achieve natural and
immersive hu man-co mputer interaction, the hu man hand
could be used as an interface device [1]. Hand gestures
are a powerfu l hu man to- hu man co mmunication
channel, which forms a major part of information
transfer in our everyday life. Hand gestures are an easy
to use and natural way of interaction. Using hands as a
device can help people co mmunicate with computers in
a more intuitive and natural way. When we interact with
other people, our hand movements play an important
role and the information they convey is very rich in
many ways. We use our hands for pointing at a person or
at an object, conveying information about space, shape
and temporal characteristics. We constantly use our
hands to interact with objects: move them, modify them,
and transform them. In the same unconscious way, we
gesticulate while speaking to commun icate ideas
(‘stop‘, ‘co me closer‘, ‘no‘, etc). Hand movements are
thus a mean of non-verbal co mmun ication, ranging fro m
simp le actions (pointing at objects for examp le) to more
complex ones (such as expressing feelings or
communicat ing with others). In this sense, gestures are
not only an ornament of spoken language, but are
essential co mponents of the language generation process
itself.

To efficiently use them, most computer
applications require more and more interaction. Fo r that
reason, human-computer interaction (HCI) has been a
lively field of research these las t few years. Firstly based
in the past on punched cards, reserved to experts, the
Copyright © 2012 MECS
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II.

RELATED WO RK

To imp rove the interaction in qualitative terms in
dynamic environ ment it is desired that the means of
interaction should be as ordinary and natural as possible.
Gestures, especially expressed by hands have become a
popular means of human co mputer interface now days
[3]. Hu man hand gestures may be defined as a set of
permutation generated by actions of the hand and arm
[4]. These movements may include the simple action of
pointing by finger to more co mplex ones that are used
for co mmunicat ion among people. Thus the adoption of
hand, particularly the palm and fingers as the means of
input devices sufficiently lower the technological barrier
in the interaction between the disinterested users and
computer in the course of human co mputer interaction
[2]. Th is presents a very natural way of removing
technological barriers while we are adopting the hands
themselves as input devices. This needs the capability to
understand human patterns without the requirement of
contact sensors. The problem is that, the applications
need to rely on external devices that are able to capture
the gestures and convert them into input. For this the
usage of a video camera can be done that grabs user‘s
gesture, along with that we require processing system
that capture the useful features and partitions the
behavior into appropriate classes.
Various applications designed for gesture
recognition require restricted background, set of gesture
command and a camera for capturing images. Nu merous
applications related to gesture recognition have been
designed for presenting, pointing, virtual workbenches,
VR etc. Gesture input can be categorized into different
categories depending on various characteristic [5]. One
of the categories is deictic gesture that refers to reaching
for something or pointing an object. Accepting or
refusing an action for an event is termed as mimet ic
gestures. It is useful for language representation of
gestures. An iconic gesture is way of defin ing an object
or its features. Chai et al. [6] presents a hand gesture
application in gallery browsing 3D depth data analysis
method. It adds up the global structure informat ion with
the local texture variat ion in the gesture framework
designed. Pavlovic et al. [4] have concluded in their
paper that the gestures performed by users must be
logically exp lainable for designing a good human
computer interface. The current technologies for gesture
recognition are not in a state of providing acceptable
solutions to the problems stated above. One of the major
challenges is evolution in the due course of t ime of the
complexity and robustness associated with the analysis
and evaluation for gestures recognition. Different
researchers have proposed and imp lemented different
pragmatic techniques for gesture as the input for human
computer interfaces. Dias et al. [7] presents a free-hand
gesture user interface which is based on finding the
flight of fiduciary color markers connected to the user‘s
fingers.
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The model used for the video presentation, is
grounded in its disintegration in a sequence of frames or
filmstrip. Liu and Lovell [8], proposed an interesting
technique for real time tracking of hand capturing
gestures through a web camera and Intel Pentiu m based
personal computer. The proposed technique is
implemented without any use of sophisticated image
processing algorithms and hardware. Atia et al. [9]
designs a tilting interface for remote and quick
interactions for controlling the directions in an
application in ubiquitous environment. It uses coin
sized3D accelero meter sensor for manipulating the
application. Controlling VLC media p layer using hand
gesture recognition is done in real time environ ment
using vision based techniques [10]. Xu et al. [11] used
contact based devices like accelero meter and EM G
sensors for controlling virtual games. Conci et al. [12]
designs an interactive virtual blackboard by using video
processing and gesture recognition engine for giving
commands, writing and man ipulating objects on a
projected visual interface. Lee et al. [13] developed a
Virtual Office Environ ment System (VOES), in which
avatar is used navigate and interact with other
participants. For controlling the avatar motion in the
system a continuous hand gesture system is designed
which uses state automata to segment continuous hand
gesture and to remove meaningless motion. Xu et al.
[14] presents a hand gesture recognition system for a
virtual Rubik's Cube game control that is controlled by
EM G and 3D accelero meter to provide a user-friendly
interaction between human and co mputers. In this the
signals segments the meaningful gestures from the
stream of EMG signal inputs.
There are several studies on the hand movements
especially gestures, by modeling the human body .On
the basis of body of knowledge now it is possible to
countenance the problem fro m a mathemat ical v iewpoint
[15]. The major drawbacks of such techniques are they
are very co mplex and highly sophisticated for
developing an actionable procedure to make the
necessary jigs and tools for any typical application
scenarios. This problem can be overcome by pattern
recognition methods having lower hard ware and
computational overhead. These aspects have been
considered in subsequent sections, by making the
dynamic user interface for the validation of those
concepts, where a user performs actions that generates
an executable co mmands in an intelligent system to
implement the user requirements in a natural way.

III. PRO POSED FRAMEWO RK
The frame work is said to be a blue print or
prototype of theoretical and practical concepts that is
used as the guideline of research and imp lementation
work. So me frameworks describe the theoretical aspects
for concept building while the other describes practical
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aspects for imp lementation for the theoretical concepts.
One of the key contributions of the frameworks is its
capacity to enable relationships to be formed for the
individual elements of the framework. Each parameter
setting of the framework will have an effect on the
others, and the relationships that are formed based on
those settings supports a more informed p rocess. The
present research effort aims to provide a practical
framework for design and development of a real time
gesture recognition system for varied applications in the
domain of hu man computer interaction. The approach is
to propose a methodological approach to designing
gesture interactions.
The diagram shows the fundamental relat ionship
structure that can be drawn fro m applying the
framework to individual systems for specific
applications. There are two levels of relationships
building that the framework supports; a specific level i.e.
outer circle, where individual systems and the
relationships between the parameter settings can inform
design, and a general level i.e. inner circle where
existing HCI theories and methods can be incorporated
into the framework for more general applications to
designing gesture systems.
A. Two Handed Interaction
In our everyday life, our activ ities mostly involve
the use of both hands. This is the case when we deal
cards, when we p lay a musical instrument, even when
we take notes. In the case of HCI, most interfaces only
use one-handed gestures. In, the user executes
commands by changing its hand shape to handle a
computer generated object in a virtual reality
environment .Wah and Ranganath propose a prototype
which permits the user to move and resize windows and
objects, open/close windows by using simp le hand
gestures. Even with co mmon devices, such as the mouse
or the graphic board, only one hand is used to interact
with the computer. The keyboard seems to be the only
device that permits the use of the two hands in the same
time. But using two-handed inputs for computer
interfaces can be of potential benefit. Many experiments
have been conducted to test the validity of two-handed
interaction for HCI. The obtained results are very
encouraging. In, the authors ran two experiments to
investigate two-handed inputs. The first experiment
involves
the
performance
of
a
co mpound
selection/positioning task. The user is asked to position a
graphical object with one hand and scale its size with the
other hand. For that purpose, a graphic tablet and a slider
box are used. This first experiment shows that
performing parallel tasks is a natural behavior of the
user for that particu lar task. Furthermore, they show that
the efficiency correlates positively to the degree of
parallelism involved in the task. The second experiment
involves
the
performance
of
a
co mpound
navigation/selection task. The user is asked to select
particular words in a document. Authors compare the
one- versus two-handed techniques. The conclusions are
Copyright © 2012 MECS

again favorable to two-handed interaction as the twohanded method significantly outperforms the commonly
used one-handed method.
Furthermore, using the two-handed approach can
reduce the gap between expert and novice users. The
overall conclusion that Bu xton and Myers draw fro m
these two experiments is that performance can be
improved by splitting tasks between the two hands.
Their experimental task was area sweeping, which
consists in drawing a bounding box surrounding a set of
objects. Their conclusions support the fact that two handed techniques outperform the conventional onehanded technique. Bi-manual techniques are faster and
for high demanding tasks, the advantage of two-handed
input over one-handed input becomes more obvious.

IV. ARCHITECTURE DESIGN
An effective vision based gesture recognition
system for hu man co mputer interaction must accomplish
two main tasks. First the position and orientation of the
hand in 3D space must be determined in each frame.
Second, the hand and its pose must be recognized and
classified to provide the interface with in formation on
actions required i.e. the hand must be tracked within the
work volu me to give positioning info rmation to the
interface, and gestures must be recognized to present the
mean ing behind the movements to the interface. Due to
the nature of the hand and its many degrees of freedom,
these are not insignificant tasks. Additionally, these
tasks must be executed as quickly as possible in order to
obtain a system that runs at close frame rate (30 Hz).
The system should also be robust so that tracking can be
reestablished automatically if lost or if the hand moves
mo mentarily out of the working area. In order to
accomplish these tasks, our gesture recognition system
follows the fo llo wing architecture as shown: The system
architecture as shown in figure 1 uses an integrated
approach for hand gesture recognition system. It
recognizes static and dynamic hand gestures . In the
proposed two hand gesture recognition with the use two
cameras, one for each hand.
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V. S IMULATIO N S ETUP
The system setup is shown in figure 1. It consists of
a system core 2 quad PC with two camera mounted on
the top of the display screen. The twin camera system
mounted at the top of the screen is used to provide stereo
images of the user and, mo re specifically, the user‘s
hand(s). The coordinate system is specified as a right
hand coordinate system with the cameras on the x axis,
the y axis vertical and the z axis pointing out from the
cameras into the scene. Video frames are sent by
firewire to a core 2 quad computer system where the
image processing is carried out in software. Gesture and
positional information is passed between the recognition
and graphical d isplay systems via a socket based data
lin k. This connects the PC to the SGI and allo ws
position, orientation and event information to be
transmitted to the application program.
A.

Camera Calibration

In order to be ab le to accurately co mpute the 3D
position of points fro m v ideo images, details of each
camera‘s intrinsic and extrinsic parameters are required.
Camera calibrat ion is carried out to determine these
parameters in terms of a fundamental matrix F, which
provides a linear pro jective mapping between camera
pixels coordinates and real world coordinates:

( )=F( )

Figure 1．System architecture

Where x‘ and y‘ are the pixel coordinates of the 3D
physical point (x,y,z).
B.

Image Preprocessing

The implemented system arch itecture starts with
the background subtraction of the left cam followed by
the right cam. For the left hand detection after image
subtraction by left cam the system uses an existing
dataset based on a xml file called agest.xml. While for
the right hand detection of the image subtracted by the
right cam the system uses initial position value. After the
subtraction of the captured image and detection of the
left and right hands the segmentation, tracking and
recognition are done separately for both the hands.
Merging the results of the left hand and right hand
segmentation, tracking and recognition the system goes
on for the interpretation of results. The interpreted
results are various hand gestures as mentioned in the
gesture vocabulary. These hand gestures thus recognized
are matched with the gestures in the vocabulary set and
executed for the corresponding commands mapped with
the gestures. These commands thus executed may be
used for implementation in various real life applications.

Having an underlying system for the hand in a
particular pose assist the feature extraction task.
Knowledge of the location of features within the
previous frame can be used to define a narrow search
window for finding the features in the current frame.
This reduces the search area and hence computation
required to find the feature. In a system where all
processing for a frame must be co mpleted within 33ms
(in order to maintain a frame rate of 30 hz), min imizing
computation is essential. The proposed method also
enhances the robustness of the system if so me features
are not tracking well (due to items obscuring part of the
hand for e.g.), the model allows their position to be
estimated fro m the location of the remaining feature.
This prevents the features fro m wandering off to track
other parts of the image in error.
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Figure 2. A set of Haar-like features [16]

The figure 2 depicts shows each Haar-like feature
comprises of two to three associated white and black
rectangles. The Haar like characteristics is computed
as difference between su mmations of values inside the
two rectangles.

Figure 3. T he concept of Integral Image [17]

The ―integral image‖ (Figure 3) at position of
pixel(x, y) has the sum of pixel values exact ly above
and left of the very pixel inclusive:
(

)

∑

(

)

( )

The sum of the pixel value computed by:
P1 +P2 +P3 +P4

Figure 2． Architecture design for Detection

In the current system, during the image
acquisition phase system extracts the static
background and sits idle t ill user puts his hand in front
of the corresponding camera as shown in figure 2.
Once the hand is placed in front of camera it detects
the hand using haar like features [16]. A haar cascade
xml is created for detection of hand. The haar-like
characteristics are comparatively robust to the noise
and lighting changes as the features will co mpute the
gray level d ifference between the black and the white
rectangles. The noise and lighting variations also
strike the p ixel measures on the entire characteristic
region, which could be counteracted.

Copyright © 2012 MECS

(2)

As per the definition of the integral image. In
order to detect the object of interest, the given image
is scanned by a sub-window containing the specific
Haar-like characteristic. With each Haar-like
charateristic fj, the correspondent classifier hj(x) has
been defined by the following equality:
( )

{

( )

(3)

where x stands for sub-window and threshold is
shown by The direction of inequality sign is shown
by p j .
After detecting the corresponding hand it
converts each frame into colour independent two level
gray scale image and segments the frame by applying
the region based image segmentation technique known
as flood fill algorith m. A generally recursive
algorith m that finds connected regions based on some
similarity metric, used mostly in filling areas with
colour in graphics programs, though can also be found
I.J. Intelligent Systems and Applications, 2012, 5, 56-64
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in imp lementations of Tetris. Variations that do exist
seek to reduce the recursiveness, and make a mo re
linear approach, mostly using lin ked lists . Initially a
compro mise will be taken between programming
complexity and performance for this project‘s
implementation, and adapted if need be. ‗4-way‘ or
‗8-way‘ flood fill algorith ms are somet imes mentioned,
referring to the nu mber of branches fro m each p ixel as
shown in figure 4.
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equations as shown in figure 4. The calculated position
values are then added and compared for their respective
regions to track the movement of hand. Based on the
position values calculated and hand movement thus
tracked is in turn mapped with the commands in the
specific application.

Figure 4. T he concept of Integral Image [17]

Each obtained frame is subtracted with the
background to get the newly entered object in the
scene. Entire frame is divided into 2 gray levels in
which hand is given the highest gray level value while
other is given near 0 by using average filter.

∑

C.

(

)/ (grid*grid)

Tracking

The segmented hand fro m the input sequence is
tracked in the subsequent phase. This is done by using
modified CAMSHIFT based on the CAMSHIFT
algorith m for hand tracking. CAMSHIFT is designed for
dynamically changing distributions. This unique feature
makes the system robust to track moving objects in
video sequences, where size of the object and its
location may change over time. In this way, dynamic
adjustment of search window size is possible.
CAMSHIFT is based on colors, thus it requires the
availability of color histogram of the objects to be
tracked the desired objects within the video sequences.
As mentioned earlier, the color model was built in the
HSV do main on the basis of the hue co mponent. The
spatial mean value is computed by selecting the size and
initial position of the search window. The search
window is moved towards center of the image in
subsequent steps. Once the search window is centered
computing is done through the centroid with first-order
instant for x, y. The process is continued till it arrived at
the point of convergence. In the implemented tracking
process the image is divided into four regions R1, R2,
R3, R4. Then the number of white p ixels in each of the
four divided regions is calculated based on the total
number of pixels. In order to find the position of hand in
the divided regions we calcu late p1, p2, p3, p4 the
position values of hand tracked in the corresponding
region. The position values are calculated using the

In the recognition phase as shown in figure 5 the
system extracts the features of the hand for gesture
classification. In the recognition phase the system
extracts the features of the hand for gesture classification.
The different gestures are differentiated by extracting
features from the contours around hand and getting the
convex hull of the given contour. One can identify
different gestures by counting the numbers of defects in
the convex hull and it is relative orientation in its
bounding rectangle. The features are classified into 8
classes, which are classified by a widely used algorithm
for recognition called NCN (nearest conflicting
neighbors).The recognition phase of the propos ed two
hand gesture recognition system takes the segmented
image as input. The region of interest in the segmented
image is identified and set first. Then the system finds

Copyright © 2012 MECS
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D.

Recognition
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the contour around the image and biggest area around
the contour of the image is ext racted to find the convex
hull of this contour. Once the convex hu ll s found the
number of defects in the image is calculated and
orientation of the bonded region of image is found. Next
the direction of the image is taken fro m the movement of
the tracking region.

environment one of the most important area of
application could be Virtual Reality : Gestures for virtual
and augmented reality applications have experienced
one of the greatest levels of uptake in co mputing. Virtual
reality interactions use gestures to enable realistic
man ipulations of virtual objects using ones hands, for
3D display interactions. These interactions may be
Non-immersed interactions: Using hand gestures to
arrange virtual objects and to navigate around a 3D
informat ion space such as a graph, using a stereoscopic
display. These interactions do not require any
representations of the user and user gestures primarily
for navigation and manipu lation tasks. Or Semiimmersed interactions and avatars: where users could
interact with their o wn image projected onto a wall to
create the virtual world d isplay. Or Fully-immersed
interactions and object manipulat ions: Fully-immersed
interaction requires Data Gloves or other sensing
devices that can track movements and replicate them and
the user within the virtual world.
Another interesting area of application is
Augmented Reality, these applications often user
markers, consisting of patterns printed on physical
objects, which can more easily be tracked using
computer vision, and that are used for displaying virtual
objects in augmented reality displays. Robotics and
Telepresence applications are typically situated within
the domain of space exp loration and military-based
research projects. The gestures used to interact with and
control robots are similar to fu lly immersed virtual
reality interactions, however the worlds are o ften real,
presenting the operator with video feed fro m cameras
located on the robot. Desktop and Tablet PC
Applications, In desktop computing applications,
gestures can provide an alternative interaction to the
mouse and keyboard.

Figure 5. Architecture design for Recognition.

All this collected informat ion is stored in the
features list. Next all the conflict ing features in the
feature list are merged if there are mo re conflicting
features then they are merged again if no conflicting
features remain in the feature list then the gesture value
is mapped to generate the corresponding command.

VI. APPLICATIO NS
Applications
domain
being
an
important
consideration for the design and analysis of gesture
based user interface needs to have a thorough
consideration .So me of the vivid application areas for
gesture based recognition system may be summarized in
this section .With the consideration for imp lementation
of hand gesture recognition system in co mplex
Copyright © 2012 MECS

Graphics and drawing applicat ions One of the first
applications for gestures was in graphics manipulation
fro m as early as 1964 The gestures consisted of strokes,
lines, or circles used for drawing, controlling
applications, or switching modes. Co mputer Supported
Collaborative Work (CSCW) Gestures are used in
CSCW applicat ions to enable mult iple users to interact
with a shared display, using a variety of co mputing
devices such as desktop or tabletop displays. Ubiquitous
Co mputing and Smart Environ ments early work on
gestures demonstrated how distance interactions for
displays or devices could be enabled within smart roo m
environments. Tangible Co mputing One of the first
systems that considered tangible interactions was on
Bricks. Bricks are physical objects that can be
manipulated to control corresponding digital objects.
Pervasive and Mobile Co mputing Gestures can
enable eyes-free interactions with mobile devices that
allo w users to focus their visual attention on their
primary task. Wearable co mputing wearab le devices
allo w users to interact within s mart roo m environments
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using various devices that are carried or worn by the
user. This interaction provides users with persistent
access and flexib le control of devices through gestures.
Telematics Co mputer technology is now ubiquitous
within automotive design, but gestures have not yet
received a great deal of attention in the research
literature. Use of gesturing with telemat ics to enable
secondary task interactions to reduce the distraction
caused to the primary task of driving. Adaptive
Technology Gestures are not the most common
technique for adaptive interfaces since they require
movement, and this may not be conducive to some
physical disabilit ies, although some technology, such as
the Data Glove, has been used to measure and track
hand impairment in disabled users.
Co mmunicat ion
Applications
commun ication
interfaces are those that seek to enable a more hu manhuman style of hu man-co mputer interactions. Gestures
for co mmun ication interfaces are considered one of the
most challenging areas. Gesture Toolkits are an
important
approach
to
investigating
gesture
interactions .While there are several attempts at
developing gesture interaction toolkits for a variety of
applications. Games we look at gestures for computer
games a player‘s hand or body position to control
movement and orientation of interactive game objects
such as cars, while tracked motion to navigate a game
environment. Used gestures to control the movement of
avatars in a virtual world. Though the gestures have
been mapped for commands used in image browsing the
same gesture vocabulary could be reused for mapping
different set of commands according to different range
of applications like controlling games, power point
presentations etc. This makes the gesture recognition
system mo re generalized and adaptive towards human
computer interaction.
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It makes the interaction device free wh ich makes it
useful for dynamic environ ment It is though unfortunate
that with the ever increasing interaction in dynamic
environments and corresponding input technologies still
not many applications are availab le which are controlled
using current and smart facility of providing input which
is by hand gesture. The most important advantage of the
usage of hand gesture based input modes is that using
this method the users get that ability to interact with the
application fro m a distance without any physical
interaction with the keyboard or mouse. This paper
implements a hand gesture recognition system wh ich is
used for bro wsing images in the image browser and
provides a fruitfu l solution towards a user friendly
interface between human and co mputer using hand
gestures. The proposed research work could be very
efficiently used in a varied do main of applications where
the human co mputer interaction is the regular
requirements. Also the gesture vocabulary designed can
be further extended for controlling different applications
like game control etc. The vocabulary designed also
gives flexib ility to define gestures based on the user
interest for specific co mmand wh ich make the gesture
recognition system more user friendly .As the system
provides the flexib ility to the users and specifically
physically challenged users to define the gesture
according to their feasibility and ease of use.

VIII.

FUTURE PERSPECTIVE

The present system though seems to be feasible and
more user friendly as co mpared to the tradit ional
command based or device based input modes is
somewhat less robust in recognition phase. An attempt
to make the input modes less constraints dependent for
the users hand gestures has been preferred. But
robustness of the application may be increased by
applying some more resilient algorith ms that may help
to reduce noise and blur motion in order to have more
accurate translation of gestures into commands.
Another important aspect for the p resent research
work and related development could be design of an
independent gesture vocabulary framework. Th is
framework though could be independent of the
application domain. A lso the framework may be useful
for controlling different types of games and other
applications dependent on the controlled through user
defined gestures.

Figure 6. Browsing image using two hand gestures for zoom in
command.
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